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Welcome on our new site.
Always to the same address, it presents more in details our know-how and our values as well as
the various achievements in which we took part these last years.

JEAN-MARC
XAVIER VEILHAN

Under the direction of the artist, Enzyme designed and manufactured this statue 4 height M for
Xavier Veilhan. It was installed on the 63rd street of New York, with the angle of the 6th which occurred,
very close to MoMA. Made out of stainless steel, it presents a painted completion polyurethane blue.
Production: Veilhan / ADAGP.

Photographs : Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stephen Smith, Enzyme

FEET PLUG
LEROY MERLIN (NATERIAL)

If Enzyme takes an active part in the edition of contemporary works, she does not forget any less than
she is an agency of design. Thus we have creates a complete range of furniture of garden in collaboration
with Clare Green and Guillaume Binard for Leroy-Merlin.
This painted steel collection proposes a innovating system of accessoirisation by fitment which constitutes
the articulation of a range of 20 models, in 5 colors and 8 accessories.
Production: Leroy Merlin.

Photographs : Leroy Merlin

MOBILE NEUTRA
XAVIER VEILHAN

Under the direction of the artist, Enzyme designed and manufactured the cross-pieces out of carbon and
resin spheres for the creation of two mobiles.
Edition: Xavier Veilhan

Photographs : Dianes Arquès.

NACHINSEL
MIRAGES EXHIBITION

Enzyme was consulted to ensure the technical development and the manufacture of this part of Nicolas
Moulin. Of great scale, it made up of various built modules of steel panels of recovery representing, once
assembled, a “simple habitat”.
F93 also followed the project.
Production: F93.

Photographs : Antoine Dumont, Enzyme

ENZYME GROWS
TEAM

December was marked by the arrival of Isabelle Dorcival who has come to strengthen our team as
“Project Manager”. Her experience is multidisciplinary: signage, urban furniture, scenography, product
design and packaging.
HARDWARE

In our permanent concern to increase quality and to control manufacture and completion, we are teams
these the last six months in particular of a press folding machine 50t, of three machines of polishing,
microbilleuse, a milling machine and a bank of drilling.
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